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O'Neill, Jacobs and
Milne Plays Entered
In Drama Festival

G. K. CHESTERTON
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Calo Takes the Cake in First 'Harvey'
Miss Florea Calo, a Venerini
junior, dominated all four scenes
of the two-act comedy with her
convincing portrayal of an eccentric bachelor's distraught big sister. The competent supportmg
players - with the possible exception of the baroque bachelor
himself, Paul Roberge - vanished
before her seemingly spontaneous·
interpretation.
ARTS' first this season, "Harvey" scored a triumph before a
gym-capacity audience on December 16; its APS-Venerini cast was
recalled for four bows.
"Harvey" is the 'tale Elwood P.
Dowd, a middle-aged bachelor alcoholic, and the illusion that is
his only escape from loneliness in
an intolerant atmosphere.
The story, disguised in a comedy, is titled after the symbol of
Elwood's bulwark of unreality: an
invisible six-and-a-half-foot white
rabbit - a pooka - who is his
only friend.

Headmaster Fr. Oliver will
present the trophies for the
best plays and actors in the
third annual One-Act Play Festival held by ARTS on February 28.
Seniors Direct
Senior drama club members will
direct the four class entries for
the first time.
Also this year, the festival will
be advertised to encourage students from area schools to attend.
Four freshmen, directed by Paul
Roberge, are preparing the sole
competing comedy, A. A. Milne's

The Ugly Duckling.
Three Tragedies
Four sophomores, directed by •
Barry Espinosa, plan The Monk ey's Paw, a mystery by W. W.
Jacobs.
Five juniors are rehearsing Ile,
a Eugene O'Neill tragedy. Gerry
Morin is directing.
Three seniors, directed by John
Maynard, are presenting another
O'Neill tragedy, W.here the Cross

l s Made.
Six Venerini students will play
the female roles.

Marking Period II
In the second marking period
of 1959-1960, 34 students made
the Hono1· Roll (first honors : one
freshman; second honors: 5 seniors, 4 juniors, 16 sophomores, 8
freshmen) and 128 were campused
(17 seniors, 37 juniors, 27 sophomores and 47 freshmen).
Turn to MARKING, Page 8
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(top left) Tom Popoli as Wilson, the asylum heavy straining at his leash. (top right) Florea Calo
and Donna Aucoin in family council; verdict: uncle Elwood must go! (bottom left) Paul Roberge
and Martha McCue: "What do you have in mind?" (bottom right) Florea, changing ther mind.

BLACKSMITH TE.AMS READIED
WITH INTERLEAGUE PRACTICE

Faculty Violinis·t and Santa's Visit
Set Tone for Pre-Holiday Party
BY KEVIN NORDBERG

The Learned Blacksmiths attended the first of a series of biweekly inter-league practice debates on December 9 at Grafton
High.
Michael J. Daley '60 - Francis

'T he two-part Christmas party sponsored by the Student Council on December 18, the day before the holiday
recess started, was a two-and-a-half hour success for its
gym-filling audience.
Beginning at 7:30 p .m. the first Ten APS Seniors Receive
part featured a faculty quartet, Merit Honorable Mention
violin ·selections, two pantomimes,
Ten Assumption seniors rea carolling Glee Club, and emcee
ceived Letters of Commendation
Don D'Amour. The second part,
from the National Merit Scholarover party refreshments in the
ship Corporation late last fall for
refectory, featured Santa Claus.
their achievement in the NMSQT
of spring, 1959.
Faculty Quartet
The ten students, among 27,000
Fathers Norman H. Bourdeau
of the million-and-a-quarter sec'49, A.A.; Francis J. Chiasson,
ondary school seniors in the U. S.,
A.A.; aiid Roger C. Per;ault '50,
received congratulato'ry letters
A.A., sang "0, Holy Night," "Silent
praising their results, which placed
Night" and "Adeste Fidelis"
them above 97 percent of the nabarbershop-quartet style.
tion's seniors.
Fr. Francis then regaled a MERIT HONORS
Pierre A. Belhurneur
hushed crowd with his violin playFrancis T. Crimmins
ing of Tome's "Simple Adieu" and
Barry N. Espinosa
"Moto Perpetua" by Bohm. Dick
Donald G. Gr19oire
Mic hael S. Lajoie
Bachand accompanied him on the
Richard E. Lamoureux
piano.
Marc A. Le Pain
Two Pantomimes
George E. Marsolais

Paris Pa,r I ci presented a twoscene religious pantomime in
French, "Pourquoi sonna le ca-

Paul V. Roberge
Ralph C. St. John

This year's juniors will be taking the National Merit Scholarship
Turn to PARTY, Page 8 Qualifying T~s·t on March 8.

Hilarious Plot
Veta Simmons, Elwood's sist r,
decides to commit him to the local
asylum, Chumley's Rest, when, 'ls
a last straw, ElwooJ disrupts the
society tea at which she wa5: presentmg her debutante daughter .. .
He was just being suavely solicitous that the guests meet his invisible friend and the matrons
left!
At Chumley's Rest, the young
Dr. Sanderson, analyzing for himself the hysterical accusations of
Veta, has the agitated sister
locked up rather than her mild,
quaint brother.
Turn to HARVEY, Page 8

Communism, U. S. Problems,
Vocations, Discussion Topics
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WEDDED PROF
Mr. Edward C. Powers, Assumption Prep English instructor since 195"5, married Miss
Marie D' Aigle of Worcester in
.St. Paul's Cathedral on December 26. Headma.ster Fr. Oliver
officiated at the 9 :00 a.m. ceremony.
Mr. Powers is a graduate of
Classical High School and Holy
Cross College and a master of
Arts candidate at Boston College.
Mrs. Powers, a graduate of
Bar Harbor (Me.) High School
and Boston College, is on the
Holden Junior High School
teaching staff.

J. Foley '60 were the varsity affhmative team and William Howerton '61 - Thomas E . Popoli '62
were the negative. The intermediate teams were Richard E . Lamoureux '60-George W. St.Georges
'62, affirmative, and Donald R.
Boulanger '62 Paul G. Guay
'62, negative.
Assµmption delivery was below
par and the Blacksmiths scored
"just average" among the eight
schools in the Central Massachusetts Forensic League. The four
APS teams sparred with debaters
from Grafton High, Hudson High,
Holy Name Central, Notre Dame
(Fitchburg) High, Shrewsbury
High, and St. John's Prep - or
with teams from every school in
the league except Northbridge.
The question was "Resolved: tho.t
Section 14b of the Taft-Hartl y
Law should be repealed."
Section 14b allows the states to
Turn to BLACKSMITHS, Page 7

"Spring Study Clubs - on Communism, vocation and current national problems - complementing
the Freshman and Junior Religion
courses will be formed during the
second semester," Fr. William E.
Dubois '46, A.A., announced recently in "Contact" and "Junior
Life" bulletins.
The Cardinal Mindzenty Study
Club (juniors) will explore such
topics as "Brainwashing," "Communist Party U.S.A." and "Patterns of Communist Espionage."
Topics for the vocation-study club,
Your Life and You (juniors) include "Going Your Way," "Helping Yourse!£ to Happiness," "The, dent" and "World Population ExPriesthood" and "Marriage." The plosion" programmed for discusfreshman club, Teenagers at the sion.
Crossroads, an outgrowth of the
The three clubs, limited t o ten
QUESTION BOX, has "Capital members each, will meet f or eight
Punishment," "Catholic for Presi- / one-hour sessions.
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"When in the Courie of
human Eventf

. . ."

It is 3 :05 p.m. A prayer is recited, members
sit, the minutes of the previous meeting are
read ... the APS Student Council is ready for
action! Perhaps the moderator reads letters from
area youth groups. Perhaps the Council members
discuss them. Quietly the secretary reminds them
that the business of the last meeting is yet unfinished. "We haven't set a date for . . ." So a
chairman consults last year's activity calendar
and one of the advisers suggests a date for the
coresponding "Council-organized" activity this
year. A V.P. suggests another. They debate.
Finally, the members vote on the date of the
coming dance (or party, or election).
After some jokes and a brief silence, the
moderator mentions the HERITAGE "Letters to
the Editor." A member asks if these can be
acted upon. "Yes," says the moderator, "but we
don't have them here. Bring them up for . discussion at the next meeting."
Just then, the 4 :00 bell rings. Someone moves
that the m~eting be closed; he is immediately
seconded simultaneously by four others. The
president leads the prayer and another Council
meeting is over. Next Tuesday they will consider
"Letters to the Editor" - unfinished business.
A few issues ago, the HERITAGE carried a
(rather breathless) editorial on the artificiality
of the Student Council. Now, a month and a half
- and three major "Council-organized" School
activities - later, the charge is repeated. This
time there is no hopeful solution.
To date, the Student Council's activities
equal, may surpass, the record of previous Councils. Furthermore, if student dissatisfaction were
leveled at this year's record, investigation would
reveal not lack of initiative or willingness but
lack of student stimulus and enthusiasm. And
this. is what is wrong with the Council. You
don't need it.
Council members are racking their brains to
serve you ; they propose everything they can
think of; they consider the most trivial suggestions; they grasp at straws for action, to do
something.
The present situation, with all its huffing and
puffing for naught, as narrated in the opening
of this article, reflects a widespread School custom. There is a fetish for artificial class and club
offices, for empty committees. On superficial
count, there are 59 parliamentary positions in
the School, yet there is a need for no more than
a third that many minor posts. For instance, the
two Vice-Presidents of the Senior Class could
easily do all the planning and organizing that
the ·thirteen Council members usually do. It
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STATE of the SCHOOL
by the Dean of Students
For known and unknown reasons, the month
of January always leaves a bitter-sweet taste in
the mouths of Assumption Preparatory School
students.
For many, it means a painful and somewhat
lengthy rehabilitation from the Christmas recess.
For others, January is the too-proverbial harbinger of mid-year1 exams - a perspective that
certainly lacks all the warmth and expanse of a
picture-window and leaves many students "shaking in their britches."
But why not consider January as a time for
inventory and resolutions? Are you afraid or do
you find that there is little need for it?
Prior to the close of the 1st semester and the
inauguration of the 2nd semester, some df you
are strongly recommended to "take st ock" of
your behavior and your attitude. Has there been
any improvement? Have you really t ried ? Have
your attitudes and your efforts always been an
inspiration to others? Are you here to "countryclub" or to prepare yourselves for the college of
your choice? I find that some students have taken
their behavior pattern too much for granted and
have resigned themselves to the fact tha.t they
number among the "untouchables." Are you one
of them?
Why not employ stronger efforts to "be one
of the boys" who take their schoo} life quite
seriously and are able to present Mom and Dad
with an over-all report that is gratifying and encouraging, a report that indicates that you do
have some concern and that you do care.
May the New Year make you worthy and
proud students of APS.
•

"No sweat" getting into the college of your
choice, it's ,s ta,ying in ( over 87 % of la,st year's
APS grads ma,de it in, oompared to the na,tionGJl
figure of 35 % .) How ev er, about 50% of each
yea,r's college freshman class dr,ops out before
graduation; the secret of sta,ying in: your Study
Habits course.

would give them something to do and save the
thirteen from boredom !
There is, in practice, nothing for the present
horde of bureaucrats to do. Is it any wonder
that armies of class officers - obsolete since
homogeneous grouping, anyway are frustrated? Or that elected club officers feel cheated?
Or that the Student Council spends its time in
parliamentary rigamarole reviewing last week's
trivia and preparing next week's? Why conduct
regular weekly meetings if there are no issues
to discuss, no actual programs to prepare? Members go to committee meetings with nothing to
do and spend their time casting about for excuses for their presence.
If these competent, able students were liberated from their disillusioning "honors," they
could lend their talents to excelling in clubs and To THE EDITOR:
valid enterprises instead of .inventing duties for
It was recently suggested that Assumption
their artificial positions.
Prep should have its own School Anthem. I beCONTEST DEADUNE EXTENDED
lieve a song would do much to foster good spirit
How much are your comps worth? Fifteen and unity among the students of today and
dollars each? Well, the first prize in the 2nd am,ong those in the years to come.
Annual HERITAGE Writing Contest is $15 worth
We have never had an official School song.
of any new books or any magazine subscriptions There have always been a number of favorite
of the winner's choice.
cheers, ditties and jingles in the past, but up to
The complete' rules for the contest were an- now, no one song has been recognized as OUR
nounced in the HERITAGE issue of November 4. SCHOOL SONG.
To clarify them: every Prep student is eligible,
In order to select an appropriate hymn for
b\it no first prize will be awarded by undeserved APS, the Student Council Cultural Committee is
default. The winner is not allowed to choose $15 inviting Prep students to compose music and
worth of comic books, of course.
lyrics for one. I am sure that the musical talents
The names of the students who gain honor- of many of the students can produce a song
able mention, as well as the prize-winning entry worthy of the School. The actual selection of
and the best works in each category, will be the song will be made by a panel of faculty
published in the April HERITAGE supplement.
judges. .
The three judges of this writing contest are
So if you have any ideas, think them over Dr. James D. Bolger, Yale University (New Haven, Conn.)
you
may collaborate with your friends - and
Mrs. Joseph Heffernan, Wellesley H. S. (Wellesley, Mass .)
Mr. James Manning, Newark Academy , (Newark, N. J.)
present your entries to me. Let's try to have a
Contestants who break any of the following School song which we will be proud to sing and
rules are automatically disqualified from the con- hear.
MARC A. LEPAIN, '60
test and their entires are not considered by the
(Cultural Chairman)
·judges:
Entries must not exceed 2500 words.
Contestants must include with each manu- To the Readers:
script a signed statement attesting to its origiThis is to signal a HERITAGE policy change:
nality.
we will not advertise the planned date of apEntries may be typed ( double-spaced on pearance for our next issue any more.
8½" x 11" white paper) or penned ( on every
of fiction, but sophomores and freshmen are reother line of one side on composition paper).
Each entry should have a coversheet, with stricted to formal and informal essays.
'The deadline for this contest is February 3,
the student's name and class, plus the title of
1960. Entries should be left in care of Father
hi work.
Poetry is open to the ' entire student body. Michael C. Carey '46, A.A., on or before that
Otherwise, upperclassmen may submit all forms date.

LETTERS to the EDITOR

I
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Yvon Elected in Political _E~periment
(congratulat·1ons I Mous·e•1)

Norman J. Yvon '60 (Mouse)
was elected Assumption's representative for the April 1st Student Government Day activities in
Boston last December 10. He was
victor of a School-wide race featuring all-celebrity candidates, assembly speeches, "strategic withdrawals," and blanket poster campaigns.
Winning Qualities
Mouse, a day-hop commuting
from Southbridge, is the captain
of the basketball Monks and a
first-string football player; he was
president of his class for two
years and is presently 1st VicePresident of the Student Gouncil.
He m ad e the Honor Roll this
marking period.
In a simple campaign speech on
December 9, he announced that
his election would merely be a
finishing touch to a high-school
record studded with many honors
granted him by his classmates and
school-fellows. His win is due in
part to the campaign of his vigorous publicity agent, Rene H.
Bonneau '61.

name of a delegate to the State
House. State officiafa; draw the
name of their student replacement for this special day r from
the "Governor's Glass Bowl."
"Worthy Opponents"
The nine seniors nominated by
their class on November 23 were
J ohn E. Sferra, Norman J. Yvon,
Richard A. Bachand, Peter MacQueen, Donald H. D'Amour, '.Paul
0. Belisle, Kenneth C. Dupuis,
12,uke M. Foley and Andre T.
Guay.• Among the nine were five
Student Council officers, two varsity capt ains, the President of the
E. A., the HERITAGE Editor, and
two Senior Class officers.
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NORMAN J. YVON

v. P.

Foley, who vied strongly
with Yvon for the "sports vote"
and was the favorite sophomore
choice, trailed the winner by 18
votes. bupuis, a startling dark
horse, wielded united freshman
support anq had the heaviest resident senior following during the
campaign. His prolific poster barrage made him the "up from behind" favorite.
Behind Scenes
The election occasioned a flurry
of analytic editor ials and countereditorials posted on the main bulletin board. There was some evidependent anti-poster making and
placard mutilation by overheated
supporters.

Guay, MacQueen and Belisle
dropped out of the running before
The faculty, suprised (on the
the balloting.
·
· whole, pleasantly) by the enthusiastic reception of the trial elecCompetition Strong
tion, term
the experiment in
The race was fast to the finish. School politics a success. Fr. Philip
Student Council Secretary, foot- hopes to renew the experience
ball captain, and Senior Class next year.

Student Governmrmt Day was
inaugurated by an act of the Massachusetts legislatur in 1951. Every year, each se ondary school
Philip C. Roy '60, a class officer
in the state is invit d to send the since his sophomore year, is Workshop Finance Adviser to the Student Council. As director of workshop finances, he recently headed
the School's Chr istmas Car d Drive
from his "headquarters," the gift
shop facing the main bulletin
board. While tending the gift shop,
Phil balances the workshop budgets.
od was needed for printing words
During his four years of APS
more easily and quickly, and it
life,
Phil has been active in class
was finally · discovered in about the
year 1450 by a German printer government, School clubs, and innamed Johann Gutenberg. Guten- tramural sports. He was elected
berg cut out each letter of the treasurer of his sophomore class
alphabet, backwards, on a wooden and rose to vice-presidency in his
block. He then made a hole junior and senior years. He sang
through the side of each block, with the Glee Club in his sophoand strung them together to make more year. In the beginning of his
words, lines, and pages. After dip- senior year, he took time out to
ping the blocks in ink, he pressed type for the HERITAGE. This year,
them onto a piece of parchment, also, he is on the MEMINI staff.
and bore down on them with as Presently playing intramural basmuch weight as possible. When ketball for the, Lions, Phil has
each printing was finished, the in- played football, basketball and
dividual blocks could be sorted and softball for his class.

KNOW YOUR STUDENT COUNCIL

,500 Years of Print:
From Wood Blocks
To Leaden Faces
The week of January 17-24 was
National Printing Week. During
that week, whenever you opened a
textbook, unfolded a newspaper or
scanned a food wrapper, you
took the print for granted. Think
a minute on how the little letters
on practically every product you
use or consume got there. It is a
forgotten fact that our modern
world could not operate without
printing.

Primitive Printing
The invention of printing is one
of the most important discoveries
in history. It has brought knowledge within the reach of everyone, reset for some different page or
and has done more to erase ignor- book. Gutenberg's invention, movance and doubt than any other of able type, was accurate and fast.
man's accomplishments.
Mechanical Progress
Wood-block printing was inventGutenberg's second great invened by the Chinese in the eighth tion was the printing press. He
century, but we do not know the developed his press from the shape
exact date when printing began in and form of the wine press, which
Europe. The oldest examples was commonly known at the time.
known are religious pictures which
In time, Gutenberg's movable
were printed from wooden blocks type and printing press were copin 1423. These pictures were ied a11id used throughout ;Europe
bound into books, and occasionally and later, America. The blocks, or
carried words. But printing words type pieces, began to be made of
in this manner was too difficult metal. In the 1700's, a machine
and time-consuming. A new meth- was invented to make paper in
continuous rolls, rather than in
2 'Profs,' 2 Bros. Go sheets. Presses made of iron, steam
presses, and rotary presses were
Two teachers and two brothers invented. 'Fhe linotype machine
left Assumption during January.
was invented to set up type meFr. Francis J. Chiasson, A.A.,
chanically in 1886.
Freshman Religion teacher, left
Printing Materials
the 29th for the Assumptionist
novitiate in Quebec.
Material for printing was easily
Mr. Thomas Gilmartin, history available at first, for rag paper
instructor to freshmen and juniors, had been made in Europe since
left the 30th.
before the 14th century. It was
Bros. John L. Lesage '52, A.A., not until 80 years ago, however,
and Robert-Francis Beaulac, A.A., that wood pulp (and newsprint
left for the new Assumptionist paper - like the HERITAGE) came
property in ·C assadaga on the 19th. into commercial paper use.
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NDA DANCE - 100 upperclassmen signed to attend the Notre
Dame Academy dance today. 106
girls plan to attend.
HISTRIONIC PROGNOSTIC
Fr. Gerard Messier '45, A.A.,
announces the May 1 showing
of Racine's "Athalie," a classic
French tragedy in verse.
REMEMBER! - MEMINI staffers,
discouraged with the ad-selling efforts of individual seniors, are organizing teams, assigning leaders,
and formalizing quotas.
BIG GOVERNMENT-The Student Council is thinking of renewing the open "legislative
meetings" of last year.
APS IN '60-'61 - An up-to-date
School Catalogue is slated for
mid-winter appearance (February?). Completely new and exhaustive, it promises to resolve
some of the Prep's historical questions.
The Social Science Department
suggests a new course for next
year's juniors. The Academic
Council is now ~udying the proposal, History V, which includes
4 class hours a week (plus outside reading of period classics) on
Greek history and literature. For
seniors who finish History V, History VI - on Roman history and
liter ature - would follow. These
courses would only be open to
upperclassmen not taking classical
languages (Latin and Greek).
HYPNOSIS -

Fr. Noel Colette

-,45 just made a detailed study

of hypnotism for explanation to
his Rel,gion classes; his research included lessons on "technique" from a dentist friend!
GEC '34

KENNETH J. MOYNIHAN
Kenneth J. Moynihan '62, Historian, is the youngest member of
the Student Council and a busy
man. His is the job of handling
the School's press releases to the
local city papers.

NO CHANGE - After assisting
at La'tin-teacher talks in New
York over the holidays, Fr. Gilbert
E. Chabot '~4, A.A., (Classics
Dept. head) tells us that Assumption will definitely not abandon
"structural Latin" in favor of
"linguistic Latin" or any other
present method.

BY THE WAYSIDE - Fifteen
He comes to the Prep from Bel- students have left APS since the
mont, New Hampshire. (Belmont's last issue: "halftime!"
only claim to fame is that Grace COMPETITION
CongratulaMetalious, author of Peyton Place, tions to Lester Scott's Worcester
lived there. She used to come to Sneaker News.
Ken's house with other local wornen for hen parties.) Winner of a
competitive scholarship, this sophomore was elected president of his
l
class for the two consecutive terms
of his stay.

N·D
..
t11 {,

Prizewinner
The French junior-division entry
of Paris Par I ci, Ken copped first
prize in last November's diocesan
declamation contest. A two-year
member of the Glee Club, Moynihan holds that group's vice-presiGEC '34
dency this year. He is a regular
PHILIP C. ROY
Phil, 18, is the eldest of five HERITAGE reporter. He is also capchildren. A drawling Fort Kent tain of the Guerillas, his intraboy, he rooms in Chapel Alley mural basketball team.
with another "Maine-iac," Ralph
Apart from class (he is on the
St. John (also on the Student Honor Roll this month), club and
Council). His hobby is model boat sports activities, Ken works as
customizing.
waiter in dining hall and as office
Phil plans to matriculate at St. boy to the Dean of Studies.
Michael's College in Vermont; our
When Ken isn't studying, leadStudent Council financial wizard ing, or working, he likes to shoot
wants to begin a course in business pool or play cards with his classadministration there next fall.
mates in the sophomore rec-hall.
0
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I. RUNNING BEAR: The week-long detention of Bill Deltac '60 by the Moosup
police . • • he wasn't speeding quite
fast enough.
2. PRETTY BLUE EYES: Chris's new name.
3. WHAT IN THE WORLD ••• : A Venerini sophomore on the typing staff? • . .
Ohl Now I see!
4. JUST COME HOME: Berthiaume's ('60)
prayer to his sleepwalking roommate,
Butch Laroque '60.
5. BACK BEAT SYMPHONY: APS cheering
section at last Wednesday's APS - St.
John 's game .
6. LONE STRANGER: Mumu Montminy '60
when John Maynard '60 quit as his roommate.
7. MIGHTY GOOD: Those "Chapel Alley
Specials."
8. STEADY EDDY: No, no! Steady Eny '61
(and redhead).
9. WHY? Did I flunk the math mid-year?

Page Four

Readin'. 'Riti n',
'n 'Rithmetic
" The roots of education are bitter, but the fruit is sweet."
-ARISTOTLE
"The right path of a virtuous
and noble education [is] laborious, indeed, at the first ascent, but
else so smooth, so green, so full
of goodly prospect and melodious
sounds on every side that the
Harp of Orpheus was not more
charming."
-JOHN MILTON
"What is the hardest task in the
world? To think."
-EMERSON
"I do not know what I may appear to the world, but to myself
I seem to have been only like a
boy, playing on the seashore, and
diverting myself in now and then
finding a smoother pebble and a
prettier shell than ordinary, whilst
the great ocean of truth lay all
undiscovered before me."
-SIR ISAAC NEWTON

Essays, quotations, bits of borrowed wisdom, narratives,
and various literary oddments - all for your

Leisure .& Pleasure
"If you wish to be a good writer, write." - Epictetus
"How do I work? I grope."
-ALBERT EINSTEIN
"From the very beginning of
your · work, school yourselves to
severe gradualness in the accumulation of knowledge * * *. Learn
to inure yourselves to drudgery in
science."
-PAVLOV

IME : 2:00 P.M. Youngsters of
all sizes, shapes, and ages file
into the theater. They yearn impatiently for the long-awaited and
highly advertised movie to begin.
Soon they will be rocketing
through outer space in the company of "Mars Mason, King of
the Rocketeers" in the comfort
and luxury of his sturdy ship, the
"Space Racer."
Time: 5:00 p.m. The cellar has
been cleared and a pint-:;dzed
rocket ship is already under construction.
"We c'n use this old soap-box
racer as the body. It'll look just
like the real thing."
"Yeah! And these old rubber
hoses will make swell rocket
tubes!"
"We'll need money for new
space helmets."
"Plenty of time for that. We
won't blast off till tomorrow, anyway."
Piece by piece, scrap by scrap,
the mighty rocket takes shape.
Finally, at eight o'clock, the masterpiece is gloriously christened
"Space Racer, Jr.,'' as indicated
by the daubs of precious silver

I"
I

Iron Mike

RON MIKE WAS quite a fellow. ltown library with all the books
He was six feet tall and in it. Much of his practicing had
weighed two hundred seventy-five to be clone at night because all
pounds. The muscles on his arms t he citi zens did not approve of
were as big as footballs and his his hobby.
hands looked like ten bananas. His
About that time, Feeble Joe got
legs were not as huge, but the the idea of going to New York to
power in them was that of Atlas try Mike's skill there. Mike had
himself.
much fun in the big city. He esPeople came from miles around pecially liked picking up buses
just to see him perform. He didn't and sending them down one-way
<lo "just ordinary weight-lifting. He streets - the wrong way. Lifting
could support a platform holding the Statue of Liberty was fun. So
a dozen people. Sometimes he was Grant's tomb. But all the
juggled steel balls weighing one time, Feeble Joe had an idea that
hundred pounds each. He was a haunted him day and night. He
Hercules of modern times. Natur- wanted Mike to lift the Empire
ally, he had many challengers, State Building. Mike was beginbut he always sent them away ning to get tired of it all, but
licking their wounds. In fact, he just to please Joe, he agreed.
began to run out of things to do. They went to the building about
One of his friends, Feeble Joe by three o'clock in the morning and
name - he couldn't lift his coffee studied the situation. Mike decup out of the saucer without cided it didn't look too hard and
spilling it - thought it would be picked it up and put it back again.
a good idea if Iron Mike began Nobody could tell it had been
lifting buildings. The first struc- moved. Feeble Joe was delighted.
ture they chose was an abandoned He took Mike out to eat. Would
house, and Iron Mike had no trou- you believe it? The last thing he
ble at all. Then he worked his ever lifted was a glass of milk.
way up so that he could lift the
DAVID HUBBARD '63

I

Mock Turtle, 'nine the next and
so on.'
'What a curious plan!' exclaimed
Alice,
'That's the reason they're called
lessons,' the Gryphon rema1·ked :
'because they lessen from day to
day.' "
-LEWIS CARROLL

"Not one student in a thousand " What idle thoughts had been
breaks down from overwork."
wandering for years through all
-WILLIAM ALLAN NIELSON
those empty heads in all those
tedious school hours! In the best
'And how many houl's a day did
you do lessons?' said Alice * * *. schools, almost all school time is
wasted. Now and then something
'Ten hours the first day,' said the
is learned that sticks fast; for
the rest the boys are merely given
time to grow and are kept from
too much mischief.''
-GEORGE SANTAYANA
paint near the nose of the r ocket.
Time: nine o'clock the next
morning. The gang is again gath- " To youth I have but thl'ee words
ered in the cellar, this time to of counsel - work, work, work.''
-BISMARK
witness the first take-off. The
"fuel" (a secret compound of
H 2 0, Kool-ade, and bleaching wa- "There is nothing on earth inter) is poured into the milk-bottle tended for innocent people so horfuel tank. The pilot is seated and rible as a school. To begin with,
the crowd is tense. The fuse is it is a prison. But it is in some
lit . . . 5 . . . 4 .. . 3 . . . 2
respects more cruel than a priso~.
1 . . . nothing.
":What happened, fellas?" demands the pilot.
"I dunno!" is the unanimous
reply.
"Maybe she needs a perpeller!"
offers one of the younger members of the group whose only reward is a number of silly-littleboy looks.
The fuse-lighter speaks out:
"Betcha this never happe11ecl to
In a prison, for instance, you are
Mars Mason ."
not
forced to read books written
"Aw shucks, fellas, I guess if
the Army can't do it, we can't by the warders and the governor
* * *. In prison they may torture
neither."
"Hey, fellas, let's play base- your body; but they do not torture
your brains.''
-G. B. SHAW
ball!"
"Yeah!!"
"The prevailing philosophy of
KENNETH MOYNIHAN '62
education tends t• discredit hard
WOl'k.''
-ABRAHAM FLEXNER

Misplaced Ambition

T
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the languages, which is merely a
matter of memory."
-THOMAS JEFFERSON
" 'Easy come, easy go' is a saying
applicable to knowledge as to
wealth."
-HERBERT SPENCER
" Latin and Greek are, in the
first place, useful, as they inure
children to intellectual difficulties,
and to make the life of a young
student what it ought to be, a life
of considerable labor.''
-SYDNEY SMITH
" Much study is a weariness of
the flesh."
-ECCLESIASTES

Letter from Saint
Thomas Aquinas
DEAR JOHN:Because you are so dear to me
in the Lord, I shall try to answer
your request about the best way
of making progress with your
studies. Let me counsel you, at
the outset, not to plunge at once
into the sea of knowledge but to
go in by the little streams. We
get to the bottom of difficult truths
by first mastering the easy ones.
Here, then, is what I suggest:
(1) Be slow to speak; and don't
frequent those places where people do a lot of talking. Rather,
stay in your own room and try to
make it a place of covenant with
your Lord. Remember that by devoting yourself to regular prayer, you will be able to preserve that
precious thing we call purity of
conscience.
(2) Be a gentleman at all times.
Turn to THOMAS, Page 5

Cool, Man, Cool

O

NE .. , TWO . . . THREE . . .
whee! . . . Have you ever
experienced the feeling of floating
through the air? If you haven't,
then you've missed the unusual
sensation of a tranquility and relaxation which can be experienced
only by the physical detachment
from this earth. How do I know
of such a marvel ? Easy. For two
momentous seconds I was relieved
from my ties with his world by
the simple counting of one, two,
three, by four of my colleagues.
And in compliance with Newton's
proven theory, I fell again to the
earth not, however, with the
usual thump, but with a splash.
Work at the Prep this midsummel' day had been extremely
tiresome, and all , fifteen worker!!
carried upon their brows the
scars of toi lsome labor. Because
the previous three days of this
week had been similar to this one,
tensions had reached their danger
peak and were now slowly dissipating themselves through various, rather mischievous actions.
But after a half hour of relief,
everyone became tranquil and returned to the business of preparing for home - or so I thought.
I had returned with four colleagues to the Paint Room - the
"Youth is the time for any ex- locale where some of us changed
tl'aordinary toil * * *. And, thel'e- our clothes and washed up - and
fol'e, calculation and geometry
and all other elements of instructiO'n * * * should be. presented to
the mind in childhood." -PLATO
HAVE OFTEN wondered what it
"Those who do not study are only
would be like to go skin-diving,
cattle dressed up in men's clothes." and have considered the undersea
-CHINESE PROVERB
hunter as a brave, intrepid, adventure-loving hero who must be
"As to Greek, of which I have l'egarded with greatest awe and
almost no knowledge at all, my respect. Envy for the diver's honfather planned to have me taught orable position and keen subconit al'tificially, but in a new way, scious desire to discover and exin the form of amusement and ex- plore won over my good sense and
ercise. We volleyed our declensions better judgment; and before I
to and fro in the mannel' of those could realize that the consequences
who, by certain table-games, leal'n of my action might prove unexpected - if not to say alarming
geometry and arithmetic."
I was heading toward the
-MONTAIGNE
sporting goods store. When I had

was in the process of removing
my work clothes, when the cry
was raised: "Louis to the pool!"
Stunned at first by this unexpected
event, I was re-awakened by a
short oration which the instigator
of the group ejaculated, as my
trusted friends closed in upon me.
(The oration, although it contained many extemporaneous polished phrases, stated mainly:
"There comes a time in every
man's life when
he must
visit t he pool.")
Struggle was of no avail, for
all it accomplished was a delaying of the inevitable. It took my
"friends" five minutes to drag me
out of the Paint Room, and another ten minutes to carry me to
the pool, but they persisted all
the way. At the count of three,
I was flying through the air, and
then I dropped into the refreshingly cool water of my fate. For
the first time in three years of
working with the maintenance
crew of Assumption Prep, I had
been thrown into the pool.
Yet, no harsh feelings could be
held for actions such as these,
and, in my case, I actually appreciated it so much that,- clothes
and all, I remained in the pool
for another hour.
LOUIS C. COUTURE '60

The Compleat Skin-Diver

I

bought the skin-diving equiplI)ent
"All wish to know, but none want with the advice of the convincing
to pay the price.''
-JUVENAL
salesman (who professed to be an
expert), I, spear gun in hand, was
"l have never thought a boy
prepared to fathom the mysteries
should undertake abstruse or difof the deep.
ficult sciences, such as mathematics in general, till fifteen years of
The boat I rented transported
age at soonest. Before that time me to the center of the lake; and
they are best employed in learning having arrived there, I dived head-

first with tremendous impact into
the azure-blue water. Seconds
later, when I reached bottom, I
knew this escapade of mine was
she~ folly. The pressure even at
a mere thirty feet was crushing
to an unexperienced diver such as
I, and the sensation of breathing
from oxygen tanks fpr the first
time can only be compared to
that feeling which packed sardines
must have. Up I came - and not
as quickly as could have been desired - bruised and bleeding from
my collision with the rocks.
After selling the paraphernalia
to its former owner for one half
the original price, I was ready to
concede that skin-diving is for
the experts and that foolhardy
determination may prove dangerous. From that <lay onward I
have been content to sit at home
and watch "Sea Hunt."
PHILIP J. BREEN '62
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Fifteen Shortcuts to Leadership
Look beyond the heartaches and
heartbreaks that you are bound to
encounter. They are the lot of every worthwhile leader. Never forget that you are winning most
while you seem to lose.
Now here's what you must do :
Reoognize the Need
Do more than throw your hands
up in despair over double-dealing,
whether it be local, national or international. An important part of
your mission in life is to right
what is wrong, not merely sit in
judgment.
1
The let-George-do-it attitude has
too often prepared the way for
disaster throughout history.
Once you are conscious of the
fact that it is lead or be led in
this atomic age, you will:
1. Uncover your own hidden
capacities for leadership.
2. Give practical support to
leaders who are devotedly working
for the best interests of all.
3. Remind leaders, in a tactful
way, of the great good they can
render by living up to the important trust placed in them.
4. Pray that young people with
the potential for leadership start
putting it to good use in the challenging years ahead.
Develop a Love for People
If you truly love people, you
will make an effort, through
prayer, word and deed to see that
they are provided with efficient
government, suitable literature and
-entertainment, worthy education,
a sound economy and good labor
relations. Man needs reasonable

conditions on earth to achieve hap- speaking, effective writing, and
piness here and hereafter.
parliamentary procedure. However, keep in mind the words of
Start from Where You Are
the Apostle Paul: "If I do not
Whatever your work or respon- have charity, I have become as
sibilities, you have some ability as sounding brass or a tinkling cyma leader right now.
bal." (I CoR. 13:1)
Widen your horizons beyond
Practice What You Preach
your "little world" into the "big
world." Take an interest in the
·

Figure out the qualities of leadership you would like to see in
others, then put them into practice yourself! "As you wish men
to do to you, also do you to them."
(LUKE 6:31)

THOMAS

the land of our fathers.
-URUKAGINA, KING OF
SUMERIA, 2545 B.C.
Don't be too inquisitive about the
affairs of others; and don't be too
From the day your child is born,
familiar, because over-familiarity you must teach him to do without
breeds contempt, and certainly in- things. Children today love luxury
terferes with the spirit of genuine too much. They have execrable
study.
manners, flaunt authority, have no
( 3) Be ca_reful not to mix in respect for their elders. They no
with the speech or actions of longer rise when their parents or
worldly-minded people. Above all, teachers enter the room. What
shun useless arguments. Take the kind of terrible creatures will they
saints and the good people around be when they grow up?
you as your models.
-SOCRATES, GREEK
( 4) It's not the teacher so much
PHILOSOPHER, 399 B.C.
as the truth he expounds that
Youth is a lunatic.
counts. Don't be prejudiced by the
-HINDU PROVERB, Ageless
sources of your information, but
The atrocious crime of being a
whenever something good is said,
young man, which the honorable
commit it fast to memory.
( 5) Be sure you clear up all gentleman has with such spirit
doubts about the subjects you are and decency charged upon me, I
studying. Like a man who wants shall neither attempt to palliate
to fill a vessel, be eager to store nor deny; but content myself with
your mind with every possibie item wishing that I may be one of
of useful knowledge. But here, those whose follies may cease with
once more, I caution you against their youth, and not of that numseeking the type of knowledge that ber who are ignoi'ant in spite of
is beyond your power of under- experience.
-WILLIAM PITT, HOUSE
standing. . . .
OF COMMONS, 1741 A.D.
If you follow these simple rules,
my dear John, I assure you that
Those crazy teenagers of ' ours!
the thing you want most - to be Why, they don't know how well
a good student - will be your re- off they ar I If they had to go
ward.
through what I did when I was
Fraternally yours,
their age
THOMAS AQUINAS
-MANY SO-CALLED
(This is a free translation of o p usculam 61
ADULTS, 1960 A.D.
from the writings of St. Thomas.)
I
Continued from Page 4

Your dedication is not in vain
despite the difficulties, discouragement or loneliness usually associated with the "unwanted jobs."

Bring Out the Best in Others

Someone once said: "Blessed is
the leader who develops leaders
while leading." It should help you
to make this examination of conscience:
1. Do you rejoice in the success
of others?
great spheres of influen<;e that are
2 _ Do you give credit where
shaping the trends of the "whole credit is due?
world."
3. Are you a good listener?
Christ warned us: "If the blind
4. Do you encourage others to
lead the blind, both fall into the offer ideas?
pit." (MATT. 15 =14 )
5. Do you seek the advice of
Get Your Ideas Across
those who are more expert than
Most good people over the world yourself?
6. Do you invite constructive
don't know how to express themselves, to get into circulation the criticism?
7. Do you frankly admit your
good ideas that God has entrusted
to them. Too often they have un- mistakes and take the blame for
wittingly abandoned the influential them?
8. Do you delegate to others
fields of speech and writing to
persons who communicate effec- their share of responsibility, or do
tively, but who may mislead rather you let a cause suffer by making
it a one-man operation?
than lead .
9. Do you allow individuals the
To improve your power to communicate ideas, acquaint yourself freedom they need and deserve to·
with some fundamentals of public do their job well?
10. Do you encourage the legitimate self-interest that everyone
needs in his work?
11. Do you recognize the particular
contribution your associates
Corruption, vice and laxity are ciety cannot endure, for the young
the rule today. This is particular- men of our race are given up unto or helpers make?
12. Do you, in short, ti·eat othly true among our youth. Our so- vain pleasures. They think not of
tomorrow. They live in folly for ers as you wish to be treated
the day. Woe, woe to our land, yourself?

We Haven't Changed At All

vantage and forget ,the rightful sponsibilities of your ho:fu and
interests of those they should school. When you select your carepresent.
reer, try to take one in which you
will do more than earn a living,
Stick to Principles
the in which you can exert an influAn Indian wandering in
ence for good.
desert was ·asked by a horseback
rider: "Are you lost, friend?"
Take tlhe Unwanted Jobs
One of the best ways to keep
Quick as a flash came the Indian's reply: "Me no lost. Wig- your motives straight, as well as
to bring out your hidden powers
wam lost."
of leadership, is to volunteer for
important, essential jobs which
most people are usually dodging.

Win by Losing
When you accept a position of
responsibility, don't be surprised
by the troubles, problems, disappointments and misunderstandings
Strive conscientiously to act on that go with it. One man called
principle and to stick 'to fair play such trials the "penalties of leadat all times. If you do, neither ership."
you nor your "wigwam" will ever
Far from being disheartened by
be really lost.
such hardship, regard it as a
Make Sure You Are Right
badge of honor. It is usually the
Root yourself in God's truth best possible proof that you are
and sound spiritual values as a on the right track.
basis for all you think, say or do.
(Adapted from "Christ opher Notes")
Stick to the facts. Act on principle, not on opinion, hearsay, emotion or expediency.

Drinking Song

BP- scrupulously fair in your
judgments, impartial in your de- The horse and mule live thirty
cisions, and steadfast in your conyears:
victions.
They never drink strong wines
and beers;
Take the Initiative
The goat and sheep at twenty die,
"Stop bothering me with blue- With ne'er a taste of Scotch or
prints and build something!" That -Rye.
was the advice of Governor Alfred
E. Smith to his associates. Get
your ideas out of the planning The dog at fifteen passes out
stage and into concrete applica- Without the aid of rum or stout;
The cat on milk and water thrives,
tion. "Be ye doers of the word, and
But then at twelve it's had nine
not hearers only, deceiving yourlives.
selves." (JAMES 1 :22)

A leader who shows initiative
Set Big Goals for Yourself
doesn't
have to be prodded. He
"Make no little plans. They
have no magic to stir one's blood. goes ahead on his own, making
full use of that abundant liberty
always possible within the framework of sound doctrine.

The modest and abstemious hen
Lays eggs for years and dies at
ten.
Most birds at five years pass
away:
Far, far from alcohol they stay.

Make Up Your Mind
A farmer thought he had the
perfect worker because the man
went at every task energetica1ly
and completed it quickly. Then he
gave the hired hand a job sorting
potatoes.

And flies but few years stay on
earth,
Not knowing what the cocktail's
worth:
All animals are strictly dryThey sinless live and swiftly die.

"Just put the good ones in one But sinful, ginful, rum-soaked men
pile, the doubtful ones in another, Survive for three score years and
and throw out the rotten ones."
ten,
An hour later the farmer was Whilst some of us, though mighty
few,
amazed that nothing had been
Make big plans, aim high in hope done, and asked why. "Well," said Stagger on till ninety-two.
and work," is the advice of one the harried worker , "it's making
A. SHARP, IVX
expert.
those decisions that's killing me."
You will never bring out the
No one can be an effective leadTaken from the end-of-the-year
bit of greatness in you, if you set er without making decisions when- issue of THE MITRE, publication of
your sights low.
ever and wherever needed. Every- The Becket School, West Bridgbody suffers when one person in for d, Nottingham, England - an
Watch Your Motivation
authority shies away from decis- Assumptionist prep school about
A subtle, almost imperceptible
the size of APS.
change frequently takes place as ions that should be made.
one develops a liking for the honLearn by Doing
The Assumptionist order has
ors, advantages and authority conStart your training for leader- roughly, a dozen schools on four
nected with any post. Self-interest ship right now. Share in the re- continents and England.
quietly takes over while the rights
of others are side-tracked or forSTUDENT ESSAYS, quotations, bits of borrowed wisdom,
gotten.
narratives, and various literary oddments may be submitted to
Many a worthy cause suffers beRichard E. Lamoureux '60, Louis A. Mondor '61, or Patrick J .
cause leaders succumb to the alDolan '62 at any time.
luring temptations of personal ad-
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ASSUIMPTION 62
NOTRE DAME 40 - Dec. 19 (Away)
A fast-moving team of Monks hustled to their fourth victory of
the season as they whipped Notre Dame, 62-40, at the Crusaders' gym
in Fitchburg.
Norm Yvon and Bob Kenney led the Monks the whole game.
The Prepsters streaked out to a 12 point advantage by the end of
the first half, and gradually added on for an easy win. The home
Crusaders pulled up to a 12-12 tie once in the first period, but they
were soon out of contention as the Monks rattled off 10 straight for
a 29-17 halftime bulge. Bob Kenney was top scorer with 20 points;
followed by Warner with 12 and Yvon with 11.
, Turn to REBOUNDS, Page 8
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Gran9er '57, Monk Star, Dies
John R. Granger '57, former
Monk six!letter man from Worcester, died of hemolytic anemia January 20.
John co-captained the 1957
Western Mass. champ Monk quintet, and was Worcester All-City
selection the same year. He
pitched and played infield in APS
baseball.
A varsity outfielder at Clark
University in 1958, Granger was
forced to leave in his second year
by his unrecognized illness.
He spent the last 10 months at
Boston's New England Medical
Center and Worcester's St. Vincent Hospital where he died.

ASSUMPTION 65
SACRED HEART 67 - Dec. 5 (A.way)
Matty O'Connor fired a jump shot that swished 'through the net
as the final buzzer sounded to give the Hearts a 67-65 victory over
the Monks.
The thrilling game saw tied scores at the end of the first period,
18-18, and at half-time, 34-34. At the start of the third period, the
Monks began to find the range and, behind the shooting of Jim
Monahan, Norm Yvon, and Steve Warner, led at the four-minute
mark, 50-43. They maintained a seven-point spread throughout the
period to lead 53-46.
Early in the final quarter, Roger Giardi was inserted and hit
on three side-sets to tie the scbre again at 53-53.
The teams see-sawed back and forth until O'Conner hit the gamewinning shot, his only score of the game.

ASSUMPTION 57
· CLASSICAL 43 - Dec. 16 (Away)
The Assumption Prep basketball squad topped Classical High,
57-43, in an afternoon contest at the South High boards. It was the
Monks' third victory in five starts.
The Greendalei·s, although they were never trailing, were hardpressed by the Irvip.g Streeters. Whatever hopes the Tigers had of
copping the victory disappeared late in the third heat when they lost
their two top re bounders, Paul Kelleher and Walt Ermanski, by way
of fouls.
Having lost the boards, the Bengals fell easy prey to the sharp
shooting of Steve Warner and Norm Yvon, who accounted for 17 and
13 points respectively. The Prepsters increased their lead to 15 points,
48-33, with less than four minutes showing on the clock.

4
').

St. Mary's
Holy Name

ASSUMPTION 54
TRADE 45 - Dec. 2 (Home)
The Monk hoopmen battled to a 54-45 victory over Trade High
of Worcester on the home court in the season's opening game.
The contest was nip-and-tuck all the way, and was much closer
than the final score might indicate. In fact, we led by only three
points with one minute to play, but Jim Monahan's accu;rate freethrowing and "Mouse" Yvon's late layup gave us the wide final
spread.
In the first period, Trade started fast, and led 9-3 after a few
minutes of play. Coach Bibaud's strategy of switching from a manto-man defense to a 1-3-1 zone was a deciding factor. The Monks
held Trade scoreless for four minutes, and scored 14 in a row for
themselves. This defensive setup also stymied the Mechanics' big
man, Ed Perkins. Scoring honors went to Monahan and Yvon, 14
points each.

ASSUMPTION 64
ST. PETER'S 45 - Dec. 12 (Home)
The Monks evened their season record at 2-2 while handing St.
Peter's its fifth defeat of the season, 64-45.
Play was marred by some 50 fouls. Beating drums and clanging
bells highlighted a student demonstration which accompanied the
whistling victory.
The end was evident from the start, when the Prepsters frolicked
to a 27-12 halftime advantage. Steve Warner's seven points commanded the second quarter. Bob Kenny, Steve Warner, and Norm
"Mouse" Yvon were responsible for 16, 15, and 14 points respectively,
in the sloppily-played contest.
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The Monk cup runneth over, and the only liquid spi:ling out is
our tears over games like the St. Peter's defeat. Our 64-63 win ove1·
St. John's is the only game anyone talks about, how the Monks broke
the Pioneer 14-0 season streak and kept an unbeaten home record.
Some say we did to them as St. Peter's did to us. W ell, we were as
pleased as St. Peter's but not as surprised.

ASSUMPTION 64
ST. STEPHEN'S 68 - Dec. 9 (Away)
Freddy O'Connor of St. Stephen's High chipped in 26 points to
help defeat the Monk hoop squad in a Catholic League Division I
game.
Assumption trailed throughout, but was behind by a mere three
points with six seconds left in the game after fighting from a ninepoint deficit of 67-58.
St. Stephen's enjoyed a 14-10 lead after the first quarter in which
the score had been tied three times and the lead had changed hands
on five occasions.
Bob Kenney kept the Monks within fighting distance with two
push shots from the top of the key early in the third round. A scoring spurt late in the second quarter gave the Stevedores a halftime
lead of 32-25.
In the third period 'the Stevedores had a 46-32 lead when Jim
Monahan hooped two, George Murphy hit a jumper, and foul shots
by Bob Kenn~y and Steve Warner closed the gap to six. After that
the Monks were restrained while St. Stephen's coasted to the victory.

L

GEC '34

POWER TAKEOFF - Bob Kenney in a running jump for an
enemy rebound off the visitors' basket in the closing minutes
of the Mon'k romp over St. Bernard's on the home boards.
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HERITAGE

Scramble for Puck in APS Nets

Worcester

Auburn Wins, 2-0,
A powerful Auburn hockey
squad barely nipped the Monk
sextet in a hard-earned victory at
the Worcester Arena December 12.
Rollie LaRoche put on a dazzling
display of 38 saves before a
packed crowd of 1,100 spectators.

Auburn, the Central Mass.
League defending champions, who
lost only 2 games of a 24-game
ca.rd last- -ye&rr waS-- held scon~less
by Monk strong defensive play
during the first period. After three
minutes of the second period, Auburn's Chuck Morton drove a slapshot past LaRoche for the first
score of the game. The Monk
skaters rallied and drove into Auburn's zone repeatedly throughout
the remainder of the game, but
were unable to tally.
Morton scored once again for
the Dandies just before the buzzer
ended the strong defensive battle
staged by the Monks.
The Assumption-Auburn ti 1 t
was the last of a triple-header at
the Arena. In the first game,
Fitchburg romped Marian High of
Framingham, 7-1, in the latter's
league debut. Last year's runnerup, Hudson High, beat Marlboro,
3-1.
ASSUMPTION PREP LINE-UP

Goalie -

Laroche '61

Center - P. Murphy '60
Left Wing - O'Malley '60
Right Wing - Proulx '61
Left Defense - Warlop '61
Right Defense - Hjerpe '60
Spares Daig le '60, Dumais '61.

Hubbard
'61. Millett '61, Gelinas '62, Murphy '62,
Wolf '62, Starr '63

Marlboro Scores
The Assumption Prep sextet lost
their second game of the season
to Marlboro High, 6-3, at the Worcester Arena December 19.
Marlboro, led by right-winger
Barney Foisey with three goals
and one assist, turned back the
Prep on five "rebound" shots after
goalie Roland LaRoche had stopped
their shots.
Phil Murphy interrupted theMarlboro spree by slamming the
puck into an open cage after an

assist from Phil O'Malley in the
Intramural Hoop Standings
second period. Marlboro built its BIG CATS
lead to 5-1 with two more tallies
L
G
w
%
Panthers
0
1.000
in the second session.
3
3
.750
Jaguars
4
3
Assumption's O'Malley hit at
Lynxes
750
4
3
·
0:27 of the third period on a 12Tigers
.666
3
2
footer, but 27 seconds later Marl.5oo
Lions
2
I
boro retaliated as D' Angelo scored
Wildcats
2
.5oo
.250
Bobcats
4
after a scramble in front of the
.ooo
Cheetahs
3
0
cage.
Leopards
0
3
.ooo
Murphy picked up his second
FIGHTERS
goal of the night to close out the
L
G
w
%
scoring two minutes later, taking
anger
-3
0
-3
pass from O'Malley and beating
.666
Guerrila$
2
I
3
.500
Bombers
2
2
4
goalie Jeff Long from the left side
2
.500
Commandos
4
of the nets.
.000
Flyers
0
3
Although most of the game was
played in the vicinity of the Marl- HATCHET MEN
G
w
L •
%
boro cage, the Monk shots were
1.000
Mohawks
3
0
subdued by defensemen Loftus and
-2
0
1.000
Apaches
2
Bicchieri. The game was marred
2
I
.666
Commanches
.500
Navajos
2
I
I
by eight penalties, Marlboro acIroquois
I
2
.333
3
counting for five.
.000
Sioux
0
2
In other games, a powerful Au.000
Hurons
0
burn High romped Fitchburg 6-0;
starring lineman Jim Beauregard FR. JOE REORGANIZES
accounted for five of the tallies.
Hudson trounced Marian, 6-1, in INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
a game that was marred by a
Fr. Joseph Arsenault, Director
second-period fight.
of Athletics, recently supervised
the formation of intramural basketball teams. In the league there
are three divisions according to
The Assumption Prep hockey age.
squad lost a thrilling ice contest
"Big Cats"
to last year's league runner-up,
In the Big Cat division ( 17
Hudson High, 3-2.
years and over) there are nine
Hudson gained its hard-earned teams: Lions, captained by John
victory with less than a minute Paulus; Leopards, Rene Bonneau;
and a half left in the game when Tigers, Tim Tessier; Cheetahs,
Jim Lord slipped a shot by goalie Emile Routhier; Panthers, Edwa1·d
Rollie LaRoche on a pass from be- Ahern; Jaguars, Paul Connors;
hind the cage.
Lynxes, Dick Brodeur; Bobcats,
Hudson took a 1-0 lead at 2 :23
Luke Foley; and Wildcats, Mike
of the first period, but the Monk's
Francoeur.
Dave Proulx matched that shot to
"Fig1hters"
tie •the score, assisted by Jim
The
Fighter
division (15 and
Hjerpe and Phil Murphy.
16
years
old)
is
composed of five
Hudson went in front once again
in the same period, but the fight- teams: Commandos, Maurice Boising Assumption six tied it on Phil vert; Flyers, Edward Lynch;
O'Malley's goal from 10 feet out Rangers, Kevin Sullivan; Bombers,
after a pass from Murphy. Hud- Dick Bernard;_and Guerillas, Ken
son's winning goal came at 6 :37 Moynihan.
of "the final period.
"Hatchet Men"

a

Hudson Edges APS

Hockey Standings
w
Auburn
Hudson
Marlboro
APS
Fitchburg
Marian
W orcester A.

10
5
3

2

L
2
I
4
3
4

6

2

T
0
I
I
I

2
I
0

Pts.
20

II
7
5
4
3

2

GF
67
27
21

II
14
15

9

The Hatchet Man division (14
years and younger), consists of
Ken
Pensalfini;
17 Commanches,
13 Sioux, Boris Mysliwiec; Navajos,
93 Roland Lataille; Mohawks, Jim
15
Connor; Hurons, Dave Hubbard;
28
29 Apaches, Paul Forand; and Jro10 quois, Dick Ferland.

GA

Sunday Telegram

held by Central Mass. Forensic on
aspects of this year's general topContinued from Page 1 ic, Union-Labor relations, at member schools on the second W ednesmake their own "right to work" day of the month.
laws and has been used to make
On January 13, the Blacksmiths
employees who refuse to join a
fared better on the question "Reunion shop pay dues, on the solved: that the federal govern- ·
grounds that these non-union ment should substantially increase
workers benefit from union ac- legislation to control labor unions"
in a session at Shrewsbury High,
tivity.
and won three of their eight pracPre-s-eason practice debates are tices.

BLACKSMITHS

Sports Editorial

INTRAMURALS - Did We
Bury the Hatchet Men?
Almost everyone has heard of
the "controlled jump." It · occurs
when two players of unequal size meet for a jump
ball.
'
In our new intramural
basketball setup, . the teams in the
three leagues were chosen with respect to age. This system works
nicely for sophomores and upperclassmen, but the frosh division
presents a problem - because
freshmen lack something other
classes possess (to a degree) : comparative uniformity of height and "overall size."
Among the newcomers, ace rebounders, high
scorers, and defensive artists are freshmen playing , against smaller opponents. A "David and
Goliath" competition is no fun for senior-sized
freshmen and unfair to their, fell ow "concentrated giants." Diminutive Hatchet Men derive
no real benefit from our winter intramurals ...
their division setup imposes a "controlled game."
Why not split the youngest--q,ge division into
two size~arulriveight divisions? Basketball would
be much more fun for both.
Interviewed frosh representatives nodded
sagely in favor of a "Mite Division" which
would give bantam Hatchet Men the opportunity
to really develop skill and confidence.
"Some fellows would be able to play more of
the game if their opponents were the same size,"
quoth Mike Serra '63.
" 'Mite Division'? It'll sure help the little
guys," came from Kerry-Peanuts-Pinette '63.
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HERITAGE

'HARVEY'

Fitchburg High
Assumption Prep

19
12

5
15

13
8

February 8, 1960
20 18 -

57
53

Continued from Page One
10
13
13
17 - 53
Dr. Chumley, a more experiTom Popoli as Wilson, the cigar Lawrence Central
II
19
8
21 - 59
enced psychiatrist, liberates Veta chewing asylum "heavy" non- Assumption Prep
and leads the search for the "de- plussed by Elwood's unusual be- - - - -- - - -- -- - - - havior but still belligerent, scored Holyoke Catholic
12
8
13
22 - 55
ranged" Elwood.
Assumption Prep
14
24
18
21 - 77
loudly with all the students pres- _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
Dowd returns innocently unsusent. And Miss Mar tha McCue did
North
8
4
12
6 - 30
pecting, flirts with 'the receptiont h e tender-hearted receptionist Assumption Prep
13
8
17 - 50
I~
ist, charms Mrs. Chumley, and
competently - she is a veteran to
flits off again to the nearest bar.
APS theatrics, of course.
St. Bernard's
12
9
5
21 - 47
The hilarious chase is on . . .
Assumption Prep
22
20
28
6 - 76
Miss Donna Aucoin (who looked
When Elwood finally returns of
like a teen-age Bette Davis), Bill
his own accord and is confronted
ST. STEPHEN'S
7
25
10
10 - 52
Howerton (as the clean-cut young ASSUMPTION
PREP 13
23
16
21
73
with the injection-cure to his hal_
_
_
_
__
________
-_
psychiatrist) and George McHale
lucination, it is 't he officious Veta
_
14
21
19
17
71
who couldn't bear his vagary that (the poetic cabbie) deserve men- ST. JOHN'S
tion.
ASSUMPTION PREP 17
8
17
15 - 57
refuses the cure . . . She realizes

that if Elwood lost his harmless
Harvey, he would become a conventional middle-aged man, shortt empered, grasping and unhappy.
Besides, she'd miss the familiar
old pooka!

Central is one of the leading teams in the Boston Catholic Loop.
They were ahead 13-11 at the end of the first period, but trailed 30-23
at the halfway station.

Following Foley; Assumption's
First High School All-American
Cross when he calmly sank two
foul shots with four seconds left
in the game. In spite of his critics, Jack was strong on the boards,
and grabbed a majority of the
Cross's rebounds.
Most of the upperclassmen will
remember Jack's antics as a record-breaking scorer on the Monk
teams of 1957 and 1958. In his
last year here, he broke all existing individual scoring records
with a 47-point-per-game average.
In one match he scored 58 points,
and on more than one occasion,
his own total of points was greater than the opposing team's.
Foley was unable to play in
the first two games because of a
sprained ankle suffered in a preseason scrimmage with Brandeis.
Anot'1er
Assumption graduate,
John Connors '57, started in
Foley's place. The 6' 4" Junior,
a teammate of Foley on the 1957
championship Assumption squad,
proved a worthy replacement.
In his second game for the
Cross, Foley chipped in 28 points
toward the defeat of Amherst College.
Foley has played in 12 of the
Cross's 14 games this season; his
average score is now 21.7 points
per game (it was 21.9 before U.
of Conn. held him to a 1-point
score.)

PARTY

MARKING

Donald R. Boulanger '62
Philip J. Breen '62

I

Roger R. Corriveau '62

Ronald A. Daigle '62
Patrick J. Dolan '62
Paul J. Girouard '62
Leo P. •Graciano '62
Richard T. Granger '62
Bertrand R. Lanciault '62
Kenneth J. Moynihan '62
Gerard F. Plasse '62
Edward C . Sullivan '62
Kevin Sullivan 1 62
Richard T. Sullivan '62
Normand F. Tremblay '62
Gerard H. Wolf '62
Walter J. Avis '63
Edward J. Laskowski '63

VARSITY

G. Murphy '60
Warner '60
Yvon '60
Kenney '61
Malkemus '61
Monohan '61
Popoli '61
Rowsey '62
A.vis '63

St. Staph.
G
F T
2 0
4
7 5 19
12
4 4
4 6 14
5
2 I
17
8 I
2
I 0
0
0 0
0
0 0

St.
G
0
4
4
3
4
2
2

Philip W. Le Blanc '63
Patrick Henry Martowski '63
R.oger J. Misiewicz '63
Stephen J. Popoli '63
Edward F. X. Tivnan '63

For the same period last year,
59 students made the Honor Roll
(first honors: one senior, one
sophomore, one freshman; second
honors: 10 seniors, 8 juniors, 15
sophomores, 23 freshmen) and 47
were campused (9 seniors, 8 juniors, 5 sophomores and 25 freshmen).
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AS.SUMPTION 53
FITCHBURG 57 - Dec. 22 (Away)
The Fitchburg Raiders withstood a furious scoring blitz by the
Monk quintet in the final minutes of a game played at Fitchburg,
and held on to a 57-53 victory.
The fighting Monks, clown 14 points, 51-37, with less than three
minutes left, went into a full-court press and proceeded to cut the
margin to 53-51 with 35 seconds on the clock.
Fitchburg jumped to a 19-12 lead after the first period, but the
Monks, led by Mike , Malkemus, streaked to a 27-24 halftime lead.
The Raiders regained the lead and started into the final period with
a slim 37-35 margin, and ran off 13 straight points. The loss left us
with a 4-3 record.

ASSUMPTION 59
LAWRENCE CENTRAL 53 - Dec. 27 (Away)
•
Assumption Prep clicked to a 59-53 victory over Central Catholic
High at Lawrence to post its fifth victory in eight starts.
The Monks, playing their finest game of the campaign to date,
put the crusher on the host team, which had a ,7-1 record going into
2o _ 44 the game, and a 21-point final period. Assumption traded shot for
12
SACRED HEART
5
7
ASSUMPTION PREP ID
II
10
19 - 5D shot with Central for three periods with the lead switching back
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - and forth until, with five minutes showing on the clock, the Monks
ST. PETER'S
ID
16
21 -54 broke away from the 43-44 deficit on hoops with Steve Warner, Jim
ASSUMPTION PREP 11
II
14 - 45 Monahan, and Norm Yvon making a six-point bulge which the t eam
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ .._,_____ _ _ _
maintained to the finish.

Although it played Broadway
for 1775 showings, "Harvey" as
performed by ARTS will have its
first repeat at Venerini the 30th
of this month. A second School
showing is being considered, too.

Roberge, as Elwood, was foe
most anticipated actor after Florea,
the star. His puckish interpretation of Dowd's mannerisms, especially his trademark: proffering
his "card" to total strangers and
explaining his recent change of
Jack-the Shot- Foley '58, is
phone number, was very success- continuing his career as headlineful. One wishes his role had re- making basketball player at Holy
Cross College. The 6' 5" sophoquired longer appearances . . .
more st arted his varsity career
for the Crusaders December 12,
when the Cross tipped Yale, 85-84,
for their 4th victory in a row.
Continued from Page One The "Weed," a he was named by
rillon," with a cast of 22. ARTS his Monk classmates, totaled 25
put on "Our Lady's Juggler," a points against the strong Yale
nine-character one-act pantomime club, and won the game for the
narrated by R. Andre Montminy
'60. Both plays had Middle Age to the faculty, a holiday novena
Nativity themes.
of Masses. Immediately after, the
student
body took a short interAfter the Glee Club's singing
of three carols and Bachand's mission in their recreation halls.
The recreation over, Santa
piano medley of Christmas songs,
D'Amour presented the headmas- (Ralph C. St. John '60) officiated
ter with a "surprise" student gift at the second part of the program
in the dining hall. While exuberant students shrieked Christmas
carols, drank soda-pop and ate
ice-cream and pastry, Santa doled
Continued from Page One out novelty presents (plays on
nicknames, mostly) and nµde the
appropriate comments over the
FIRST HONORS
Paul W. Marchant '63
mike.
SECOND HONORS
To close the festivities, John
Donald H. D'Amour '60
Sfen-a '60 led a duo of P.G.'s (all
Louis P. Jacques '60
twelve of them) in singing "Silent
Richard E. Lamoureux '60
Night" (and two more carols).
Marc A. Le Pain '60
Norman J. Yvon '60
At five-till-ten, the students
Joseph M. Graciano '61
filed out of the dining hall to
Roland A. Laroche '61
homes, dorms and rooms, still
John J. Paulhus '61
Anthony A. St. Germain '61
screaming "Jingle Bells."

REBOUNDS

I
I

APS 34
OPP.33

APS 32
OPP. 39

Bourell '63 and McNamara '63 are now playing on the new freshman team.

7.5
0.9
4.0
5.0
0.6
4.1
2.1
2.7

ASSUMPTION 77
HOLYOKE CATHOLIC 53 - ~c. 30 (Away)
The Assumption Prep basketball team used a game-long full-court
press to win their sixth victory of the season by walloping Holyoke
Catholic High.
The press upset the home cagers, and the Monks were out front
all the way. Th Monks held a 14-12 edge at the close of the first
period, and turn d on the heat during the second to outscore Holyoke
24-8, and had a commanding 38-20 lead at halftime. Jim Monahan
paced the victors with 24 points.
·
This was Assumption's sixth victory in nine starts!
_. ASSUMPTION 50
NORTH 30 - Jan. 6 (Home)
The Assumption Prep quintet won their 7th contest in 9 starts
last Wednesday, when they romped over North High of Worcester,
50-30, in the Greendale gym.
Employing a man-to-man defense, they limited 't he Polar Bears
to a mere 10 field goals. The Monks stepped out to a 25-12 half-time
margin. The N orthies showed their best form in the third period
when they out-scored the hosts 10-8, r educing the margin to nine
points, 33-24.
Steve Warner, the game's top scorer, tallied 16 points, and hit
on four straight attempts in the last quarter to shove the Monks out
into a 47-29 lead, the splurge that broke the game wide open.
The Monk jayvees toppled the Northies 44 to 35 in the opener.
ASSUMPTION 76
ST. BERNARD'S 47 - Jan. 9 (Home)
Spearheaded by Steve Warner's 27 points, the Monks won their
fourth in a row (bringing the seasonal record to 8-3) when they walloped an outclassed St. Bernard's (Fitchburg) 76 to 47 last Saturday
in a Catholic Division I League game on the home court. Warner,
who rebounded well off both boards, hit on nine field goals and nine
foul shqts. Bob Kenney and Mike Malkemus chipped in 15 apiece.
The Monks opened up to a 22-12 lead after the first period, were
42-21 at half-time, and were up 44 points at one time. The Bernardians switched to a semi-press in the third period, but were outscored 28-5. Warner, playing one of his best games for the Monks,
finished the first half with 20 points.
The Prep jayvees won the prelim, 55 to 49.
ASSUMPTION 73
ST. STEPHEN'S ·52 - Jan. 13 (Home)
A rebound-grabbing Warner, tie-breaking Monahan, point-driving
Kenney ere came three points short of beating St. Stephen's alone as
a clicking varsity knocked down the league-second-place visitors by
twenty-one points. Mouse Yvon entered late in the third to help put
the game out of St. Stephen's reach.
ASSUMPTION 57
ST. JOHN'S 71 - Jan. 16 (Away)
Playing the hottest ball club of the area, APS raced to a first
period lead of 17-14 over St. John's; the Pioneers retaliated grimly
in the second quarter to outscore the Monks by 13 points. That decided
Norkaitis, Falvey and ShieldS" (tallying 67 points together) lacerated
1.ne contest. Assumption never stopped fighting afterwards but Coonie,
it<: man-to-man alignment and the T mple Streeters' "rocking chair"
def<>nse unfocused the Monk attack.
St. John's upped its second quarter 10-point advantage to 12 iPthe third and coasted home 14 ahead.
SACRED HEART 44 - Jan. 20 (Home)
ASSUMPTION 50
Evening out a close early-season loss, the Monks squeezed the
Hearts with a collapsing man-to-man defense for their 10th victory
in 14 starts and S.H.A.'s fourth setback in 11 tries.
Tightening a 13-point APS second-period spread, the visitors
followed by nine at the half, seven in the third quarter and came up
within four with two minutes remaining. Their Jackie D'Elia, high
scorer at 22, pushed in the last basket as the buzzer sounded.
ASSUMPTION 45
ST. PETER'S 54 - Jan. 23 (Away)
Both teams played sloppily in the first half as heavily favored
APS led. St. Peter's Guardians trailed for most of the third period
but opened a game at the stop which they widened to a six-point
spread in the fourth. The Monks spurted and closed it when John
Dowd went to the line with 1 :30 on the clock and sank eight out of
nine free-throws for a heartbreaking upset at South High gym.

